Much research has documented infants' sensitivity to statistical regularities in auditory and visual inputs, however the manner in which infants process and represent statistically defined information remains unclear. Two types of models have been proposed to account for this sensitivity: statistical models, which posit that learners represent statistical relations between elements in the input; and chunking models, which posit that learners represent statistically-coherent units of information from the input. Here, we evaluated the fit of these two types of models to behavioral data that we obtained from 8-month-old infants across four visual sequencelearning experiments. Experiments examined infants' representations of two types of structures about which statistical and chunking models make contrasting predictions: illusory sequences (Experiment 1) and embedded sequences (Experiments 2-4). In all four experiments, infants discriminated between high probability sequences and low probability part-sequences, providing strong evidence of learning. Critically, infants also discriminated between high probability sequences and statistically-matched sequences (illusory sequences in Experiment 1, embedded sequences in Experiments 2-3), suggesting that infants learned coherent chunks of elements. Experiment 4 examined the temporal nature of chunking, and demonstrated that the fate of embedded chunks depends on amount of exposure. These studies contribute important new data on infants' visual statistical learning ability, and suggest that the representations that result from infants' visual statistical learning are best captured by chunking models.
Introduction
How do learners make sense of their intricately structured auditory and visual environments? Previous research suggests that both infants and adults are able to identify statistically coherent pieces of information contained within larger sequences presented both aurally and visually (see Krogh, Vlach, and Johnson (2012) for a review). This "statistical learning" ability may facilitate learners' detection of important types of environmental structure. For instance, statistical learning is thought to help learners identify words in continuous speech, facilitating language learning (e.g., Saffran, 2001) , and help learners segment continuous motion into discrete events, facilitating visual learning and categorization (e.g., Stahl, Romberg, Roseberry, Golinkoff, & HirshPasek, 2014) .
Despite the scope and potential importance of statistical learning ability, the specific processes underlying statistical learning remain unclear. Recent research has investigated how two types of models of the mechanisms underlying statistical learning -statistical models and chunking models -account for adults' statistical learning performances (see Thiessen, Kronstein, and Hufnagle (2013) for a review). Though several studies suggested that adults' statistical learning is best accounted for by chunking models (Fiser & Aslin, 2005; Giroux & Rey, 2009; Orbán, Fiser, Aslin, & Lengyel, 2008; Perruchet & PoulinCharronnat, 2012; Slone & Johnson, 2015b) , at least one study suggested that statistical models may in some cases provide a better fit for adult data (Endress & Mehler, 2009 ). Moreover, it remains unknown which type of model best accounts for infants' statistical learning performances. This is an important issue to address, as statistical learning is posited to underlie much early learning, including language acquisition. Additionally, examining possible statistical and chunking processes in infants' statistical learning allows investigation of the extent to which the mechanisms underlying statistical learning are similar for infants and adults.
Statistical and chunking models of statistical learning
In a seminal study of infants' statistical learning, Saffran, Aslin, and Newport (1996) 
